Figure 24. Frazee Rest Area Toilet Building, c. 1970

Figure 25. Oak Lake Rest Area Toilet Building, c. 1973
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Figure 26. Elevation for Oak Lake Picnic Shelter, 1972, by Virgil E. Siddens, Inc.

The seventh trunk highway rest area with flush toilets for which construction plans are available is the
Cass Lake Information Center on Trunk Highway 2 (Figure 27). Although the form and materials differed,
AJWM’s information center building at Cass Lake foreshadowed the design principles that AJWM would
use at the Thompson Hill Information Center on Interstate 35 (see Figure 22). The brick building,
rectangular with one rounded corner at the rear, had windows only in the lobby, where a bank extended
the full length of the wall, pointing users to a view of Cass Lake. Its vertical wood fascia was similar to that
used in the buildings and structures at Thompson Hill, and the picnic shelters were constructed in an
identical fashion, using wood and concrete.

Figure 27. Cass Lake Rest Area, c. 1972
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The trunk highway safety rest areas with non-flush toilets, like those having flush toilets, had some
combination of traveler amenities that might include water wells, picnic tables, picnic shelters, trash
receptacles, and/or an information board. With the exception of Lake Koronis, it appears on the basis of
available plans and photographs that all of the toilet buildings were identical and constructed from the
same plan. Designed by the MHD, these were small concrete-block buildings with reverse-mansard roofs
(Figure 28). The roof design not only resulted in a distinctive, contemporary look, but also served a
functional purpose, providing light through a skylight and ventilation by means of wood louvers. The
building at Lake Koronis was a concrete-block, shed-roofed building (Figure 29). Picnic shelters and
information boards for these rest areas also were constructed according to a limited number of plans.
Picnic shelters were basic, and consisted of an asphalt shingle-covered gable roof with exposed rafters
supported by wood posts embedded in the concrete pad that served as the shelter floor and held a single
table (Figure 30). The wooden information boards also had asphalt-shingle “roofs,” either in the same
fashion as those of the picnic shelters or in the reverse-mansard style of the toilet buildings. With regard
to site design, these rest areas appear to similarly have been planned to optimize scenic views and work
cohesively with the natural environment; they were frequently sited on lakes or rivers, and remaining
plans show that primarily walkways and sometimes parking areas were oriented toward observation of
the waterbodies (Figure 31). Buildings and picnic shelters tended to be located in either natural or planted
wooded settings.

Figure 28. Knife Lake Rest Area Toilet Building and Information Kiosk, c. 2000 (Courtesy MnDOT Site Development
Unit)
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Figure 29. Lake Koronis Toilet Building, c. 2000 (Courtesy MnDOT Site Development Unit)

Figure 30. Lake Pokegama Picnic Shelter, c. 2000 (Courtesy MnDOT Site Development Unit)
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Figure 31. Pine Hickory Lakes Rest Area (Courtesy MnDOT Site Development Unit)

Two other types of wayside rests, one including non-flush toilets and one without toilet facilities
altogether, did not meet the standards of a “safety rest area” according to a report prepared by the MHD’s
Office of Environmental Services in February 1975 (Background Information: Trunk Highway Safety Rest
Area Program, February 10, 1975, MnDOT Roadside General Files: Rest Area History/Planning). These
smaller sites, which would later be classified as “Class III” and “Class IV” rest areas, were intended for
lesser amounts of traffic and were not complex in design; circulation was typically restricted to a short
driveway leading to limited parking spaces, although a turn-off to a boat access might additionally be
present (Figure 32). The parking spaces tended to be sited adjacent to a toilet building, historical marker,
or scenic overlook, or were a short sidewalk away (Figures 33 and 34). Where toilet buildings were
present, architect designs were not used; instead, simple outhouses housing a single vault or pit toilet
were erected (Figure 35). Picnic shelters were infrequently installed, and picnic tables were often set up
just off the beaten path in areas clear of vegetation where they could be seen and accessed without the
creation of a walkway.
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Figure 32. Boat Launch at Bad Medicine Rest Area (Courtesy MnDOT Site Development Unit)

Figure 33. Lady Slipper Park Rest Area, Showing Parking Area, Water Supply, Picnic Table, and Toilet (Courtesy
MnDOT Site Development Unit)
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Figure 34. Parking Area and Historical Marker at Bad Medicine Rest Area (Courtesy MnDOT Site Development
Unit)

Figure 35. Toilet Buildings at Loman Rest Area (Courtesy MnDOT Site Development Unit)

In June of 1975, “state rest areas” were formally defined by the Minnesota Outdoor Recreation Act as
those “established to promote a safe, pleasurable, and informative travel experience along Minnesota
Highways by providing areas and facilities at reasonable intervals for information, emergencies, or the
rest and comfort of travelers” (Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 86A, Subdivision 12). In accordance with the
act, the term “wayside” was abandoned, and all levels of wayside rests along Minnesota interstate and
trunk highways formally became safety rest areas under one of four classifications that are based on size,
amenities provided, and the duration for which they are open each year. Class I rest areas are the most
sophisticated, are open year round, and offer flush toilets, extensive parking, and other travelers comforts
on expansive grounds of 15 to 30 acres. Class IV rest areas are the least complex, are seasonally operated,
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and provide no toilet facilities and only minimal amenities, but they are often sited on lakes and feature
a historical marker (MnDOT Office of Maintenance n.d.) (see Section 2.2 for more detailed descriptions of
the rest area classifications).
Around the same time, the MHD published “Minnesota Safety Rest Areas,” a brochure listing of all of the
337 safety rest areas then in existence on Minnesota’s state, federal and interstate highways. Organized
by highway and with general locations (e.g., “at Pine Bend” or “2 mi. N. of Pelican Rapids”), the document
provides little in the way of descriptive information, but each site is coded to indicate the presence of
tables, toilet, water, telephone, information, boat launch, historical marker, geological marker, fireplace,
and facilities for the handicapped. Prior to this publication, several rest areas had been closed or turned
over to local entities or the Department of Natural Resources to provide camping facilities, a use
incompatible with MHD’s purposes (Minnesota Legislative Outdoor Recreation Resources Commission
1965:6). A comparison of MnDOT’s current rest area inventory with the 1975 list shows that although the
MHD/MnDOT continued its program of new safety rest area development after 1975, the process of
eliminating state rest areas also has continued since then, as approximately 130 of the 1975 rest areas
listed are no longer in the MnDOT system. Some fell victim to realignment or to the expansion of twolane highways into divided four-lane highways, as in the site identified as “2 miles east of Crookston” on
U.S. Highway 2, which was probably removed when that highway was realigned in 2010 (MnDOT
Construction Project Log Record, Control Section 6002). Others, such as the Plowville Historical Marker
east of Dodge Center, had been along Trunk Highway 14 but now exists on County Road 34, because
Highway 14 was relocated to the south.
In numerous instances, the former driver respites have been converted to wayside parks and are now
managed by city, county or state agencies. The rest area located west of Kenyon on Trunk Highway 60,
for example, now exists as the Kenyon Wayside Park but is not operated by MnDOT. The Sam Brown
Memorial State Wayside in Browns Valley, no longer on a trunk highway, is operated by the Minnesota
Department of Natural Resources (DNR). Still others remained along trunk highways but became obsolete
as the completion of the interstate highways decreased the use of minor trunk highways as throughways.
These rest areas either had amenities removed and were decommissioned to eliminate the burden of
maintaining them, or they became subject to cooperative relationships with other entities to operate the
MnDOT-owned wayside. The Malmo Rest Area, for example, on the northeast edge of Lake Mille Lacs
along Trunk Highway 18 was popular with fishermen, campers, and “recreational type people” in 1978,
when MnDOT determined it was no longer viable to maintain as a state safety rest area and sought
alternative operators more aligned with the site’s use (Correspondence: Malmo, Roadside Site Files,
MnDOT, 1978). Today, the Malmo Rest Area property continues to be owned by MnDOT but is operated
by the DNR, a status shared by 13 other roadside properties from this study period.
For those rest areas that remained in the state system, several underwent changes in the decades after
1975. These changes largely were due to a re-evaluation of the rest area service network, begun by the
MHD in 1974. In many cases, Class II or III rest areas that received less traffic once the interstates were
built were downgraded to Class IV rest areas through the removal of toilet facilities, which were costly to
maintain and subject to vandalism (Correspondence: Stickney Park, Roadside Site Files, MnDOT, 1994); at
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least 40 properties classified as Class IV rest areas in the present had been Class III or better (defined by
the presence of a pit or vault toilet) in 1975, based on the brochure listing from that year. In other cases,
safety rest areas were upgraded or rehabilitated. In the Class I safety rest areas along the interstate and
trunk highways, these events led to a loss of many of the examples of the distinctive original designs from
the late 1960s and early 1970s. Between 1995 and 2000, major rehabilitations at interstate rest areas
resulted in the demolition of the original toilet buildings at the General Andrews Rest Area, Kettle River
Rest Area, and Albert Lea Information Center on Interstate 35; the Marion Information Center on
Interstate 90; and the Lake Latoka Rest Area and the Moorhead Information Center on Interstate 94. Five
of the nine trunk highway Class I rest areas established between 1968 and 1975 underwent a similar fate
during the 1990s and 2000s, as toilet buildings were demolished at the Cass Lake Information Center on
Trunk Highway 2, the Daytonport and Frazee rest areas on Trunk Highway 10, the Lake Pepin Rest Area
on Trunk Highway 61, and the Garrison Rest Area on Trunk Highway 169. The closure or rehabilitation of
rest areas from the post-World War II era continues to occur in the present decade; the Lake Iverson Rest
Area on Interstate 94, for example, had to be closed and demolished in 2011 due to flooding caused by
rising water levels (WDAY News 2011) and the Mount Josephine Rest Area on Trunk Highway 61 was
completely overhauled in 2012, such that none of the 1969 elements of its development remain.
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4.0

Inventory

The inventory of Minnesota trunk highway rest areas, 1950 to 1975, was principally compiled from a
database maintained by the MnDOT Site Development Unit. The database, which contains all of the rest
areas currently owned by MnDOT, was reviewed to determine which were known or likely to be built
during the target time period. Properties previously documented with a construction date prior to 1950
were eliminated, as were properties not listed in a 1975 directory of rest areas. A few properties were
added to the list from other sources, such as the documentation of Minnesota’s historical markers
(Holmquist, Holbert and Perry 1967; Kidder and Matson 1973).
While the MnDOT database provided construction dates for many of the rest areas, for a large number of
others, it offered no indication of when it was established or when its features were built. Correlation to
the 1975 directory confirmed only that the site was in operation by that time. If a rest area was
inadvertently omitted from the previous investigation of roadside properties (Granger et al 1998 and
2005) and therefore not excluded from this listing, the following inventory may well contain sites
constructed before 1950.
An inventory of 164 roadside properties believed to be constructed between 1950 and 1975, listed
alphabetically by site name, is provided in Table 1.
Roadside properties that continue to be a part of the Minnesota Trunk Highway system (i.e., owned by
MnDOT) were the focus of this investigation and evaluation. Subsequent to a review of the 1975 directory
of rest areas, map searches using Google Maps or Google Earth were conducted for the listed sites not
correlated to existing MnDOT rest areas. Although many could not be located with certainty using this
method, and many are presumably not extant, for over 30 locations a rest area or remnants of a rest area
were visible using the satellite imagery. These sites are no longer in operation as rest areas, or are no
longer part of the MnDOT-owned system of rest areas. A listing of properties in this category is provided
in Appendix B.
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Class I

Class I

Class I
(TIC)

Class IV

Class IV

Class III

Class I

Class I
(TIC)

Class IV

Class IV

Class IV

Class III

Class IV

Adrian (E.B.)

Adrian (W.B.)

Albert Lea TIC (NB)

Albert Lea Wayside

Ann River

Bad Medicine Lake

Baudette

Beaver Creek TIC
(E.B.)

Benson

Big Fork River

Big Pine Lake

Big Sandy Lake
Overlook

Big Stone Lake
Overlook

District 4

District 3

District 1

District 1

District 4

N/A

District 2

District 4

District 3

District 6

District 6

District 7

District 7

District
Name
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Class
Type

Name

Big Stone

Aitkin

Pine

Itasca

Swift

Minnehaha
in SD

Lake of the
Woods

Becker

Kanabec

Freeborn

Freeborn

Nobles

Nobles

County
Name

MN 7

MN 65

MN 18

MN 1

MN 29

I 90

MN 72

MN
113

MN 65

MN 13

I 35

I 90

I 90

Route

9.12

129.76

70.132

193.12

36.31

0

76.705

43.442

62.711

1.7

1.115

24.865

24.112

Mile
Post

Table 1. Inventory of Roadside Properties, 1950-1975 (Alphabetical by Name)

9.0 mi S of Beardsley

6 mi W of Finlayson, W
side of TH18 just NW of
the Pine River
1.0 mi South of Libby (9
mi north of McGregor)

6.0 mi E of Effie

3.0 mi N of Benson on
Lake Johnson

in Baudette at Canadian
border, SE side of TH72
at the Rainy River
MN/SD line--0.5 mi W

24.0 mi E of Waubon

1 Mi South of Mora

1.5mi N of Jct of TH 16

8.0mi S of Albert Lea

1.8 mi W of Adrian

2.8 mi W of Adrian

Location Description

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

Owner

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT/EMT

Baudette, City
of

DNR

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT/EMT

MnDOT

MnDOT

Operator
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Pre 1975

1968

c. 1960

Pre 1975

Pre 1975

1971 (1991
rehab)

1969

1971

Pre 1975

Pre 1975

1971

1969

1969

Approximate
Date

Class IV

Class III

Class III

Class II

Class IV

Class IV

Class IV

Class I

Class IV

Class I
(TIC)

Class IV

Class IV

Class IV

Birch Coulee
Historical Marker

Birch Lake Dam

Birchdale

Blomkest

Bolles Mill Historical
Marker

Breckenridge/Lions
Park

Buck Lake

Burgen Lake (W.B.)

Caledonia (5 mi N)

Cass Lake

Cedar Lake (1)

Cedar Lake (2)

Chatfield Historical
Marker

District 6

District 3

District 3

District 2

District 6

District 4

District 1

District 4

Metro

District 8

District 1

District 1

District 8

District
Name
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Class
Type

Name

Fillmore

Todd

Todd

Cass

Houston

Douglas

Itasca

Wilkin

Washington

Kandiyohi

Koochiching

Lake

Renville

County
Name

US 52

US 71

US 71

US 2

MN 76

I 94

MN 65

US 75

MN 95

MN 7

MN 11

MN 1

US 71

Route

33.495

177.05

176.58

130.95

16.267

105.33

186.91

206.1

109.09

168

294.55

84.066

Mile
Post
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south limits of Chatfield,
N side of TH52 .25 mi E
of CSAH5

8.1 mi N of Sauk Centre
at southwest corner of
lake
at northern west side of
Cedar Lake

At Cass Lake

5 mi N of Caledonia

1.5 Mi E of T.H. 29

11.0 mi N of Nashwauk

in Breckenridge

E side of TH 95 800' S of
Valley Branch Creek

1.0 mi E of Blomkest

2.8 miles West of
Birchdale

8 Mi SE of Ely

E side of TH 71 250' S of
CSAH 2

Location Description

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

Owner

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT/City of
Cass Lake

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

Breckenridge,
City of

MnDOT

Koochiching,
County of

MnDOT

MnDOT

Operator

1955
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Pre 1975 (?)

Pre 1975

1971

Pre 1975

1970

Pre 1975

Pre 1975

1959

1974

Pre 1975

Post 1970s

1950

Approximate
Date

Class IV

Class I

Class IV

Class IV

Class IV

Class IV

Class I

Class II

Class I

Class IV

Class I
(TIC)

Class IV

Chippewa Turnout

Clear Lake (E.B.)

Clemenston

Clitherall

Cove Bay

Cushion Peak
Overlook

Daytonport

Deer River (22 mi N)

Des Moines River
(W.B.)

Detroit Lakes
Overlook

Dresbach TIC (W.B.)

Dunnell

District 7

District 6

District 4

District 7

District 1

Metro

District 6

District 3

District 4

District 2

District 7

District 6

District
Name
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Class
Type

Name

Martin

Winona

Becker

Jackson

Itasca

Anoka

Houston

Mille Lacs

Otter Tail

Lake of the
Woods

Jackson

Wabasha

County
Name

MN 4

I 90

US 10

I 90

MN 46

US 10

MN 16

MN 27

MN
210

MN 11

I 90

US 61

Route

3.382

275.25

46.941

72.494

22.75

218.46

265.68

179.85

50.246

137.33

69.372

64.24

Mile
Post
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Dunnell - S limits

1 mi SE of Detroit Lakes,
SW side of TH10 .25 mi
NW of the Jct of CSAH54
& TH10
I-90 and TH 61 at
Dresbach

1.5 mi W of TH 71

6.0 mi NW of Anoka, SW
side of TH10/TH169 2 mi
NW of Co Rd 83
22.0 mi N of Deer River

3.5 mi W of Houston

1 mi W of Bayview

2.0 mi E of Clitherall

At Clemenston City

4.2 mi W of Jackson

1.0 mile northwest of
Read's Landing

Location Description

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

Owner

MnDOT

MnDOT/EMT

Detroit Lakes,
City of

MnDOT

US Forest
Service

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

Clemenston,
Village of

MnDOT

MnDOT

Operator
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Pre 1975

1970 (1991
rehab)

1957

1975 (1995
rehab)

Pre 1975

1969

c. 1956

Pre 1975

Pre 1975

c. 1962

1974

Pre 1975

Approximate
Date

Class IV

Class III

Class IV

Class I

Class IV

Class IV

Class IV

Class IV

Class IV

Class I

Class I

Class IV

Class I

Dustin Memorial
Wayside

E of Gibbon

East Side of TH 139

Elm Creek (E.B.)

Embarrass Lake (1)

Emily

Floodwood (10 mi N)

Flute Reed River

Fond du Lac
Historical Marker

Forest Lake (S.B.)

Frazee

French River

General Andrews
(S.B.)

District 1

District 1

District 4

Metro

District 1

District 1

District 1

District 3

District 1

Metro

District 6

District 7

District 3

District
Name
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Class
Type

Name

Pine

Saint Louis

Otter Tail

Washington

Saint Louis

Cook

Saint Louis

Crow Wing

Saint Louis

Hennepin

Fillmore

Sibley

Wright

County
Name

I 35

CO 61

US 10

I 35

MN 23

MN 61

MN 73

MN 6

MN
135

I 94

MN
139

MN 19

TH 12

Route

208.42

11.749

55.189

131.02

336.29

128.8

53.166

30.702

14.659

214.97

1.21

105.2

Mile
Post
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Clifton at French River,
SE side of TH61 150' SW
of the French River
2.0 mi NE of Willow
River

1.0 mi SW of Frazee

in Fond du Lac, N side of
TH23 btwn 130th &
131st Ave W
0.8 mi S of CSAH 2

Flute Reed River at
Hovland

10 mi N of Floodwood

0.8 mi S of Emily at Lake
Emily

1.0 mi E of Biwabik

2.0 mi NW of Jct 494

E side of TH 139 (3mi S
of Harmony)

3 mi E of Gibbon

N side of TH 12 0.6 mi E
of CSAH 5

Location Description

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

Owner

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

DNR

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

Lions Club

Operator
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1968 (1998
rehab)

1959

1969

1969 (1987
rehab)

1956

Pre 1975

Pre 1975

Pre 1975

Pre 1975

1973 (1999
rehab)

Pre 1975

Pre 1975

1963

Approximate
Date

Class IV

Class IV

Class I

Class IV

Class I

Class III

Class I

Class IV

Class IV

Class IV

Class IV

Class II

Class IV

Gibbon (1.5 mi E)

Good Harbor Bay
Overlook

Goose Creek (N.B.)

Grand Rapids

Hansel Lake

Hewitt

High Forest (E.B.)

Hill City

Hill City (River)

Hinkley (16 mi E)

Hinkley (5 mi E)

Independence

Isle

District 3

District 1

District 1

District 1

District 3

District 1

District 6

District 3

District 4

District 1

Metro

District 1

District 7

District
Name
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Class
Type

Name

Mille Lacs

Saint Louis

Pine

Pine

Aitkin

Aitkin

Mower

Todd

Otter Tail

Itasca

Chisago

Cook

Sibley

County
Name

MN 47

US 53

MN 48

MN 48

US 169

MN
200

I 90

MN
210

I 94

US 2

I 35

MN 61

MN 19

Route

90.9

19.601

4.401

15.137

286.46

190.76

202.45

77.785

68.84

182.14

154.06

104.07

104.26

Mile
Post
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1.0 mi N of Isle

Jct TH 33 & 53

5 mi E of Hinkley

16 mi E of Hinkley

.5 mi S of Hill City

.5 mi E of Hill City

3.1 miles SW of High
Forest

in Hewitt

.4 mi SE of Jct TH 59

0.5 mi W of Grand
Rapids

1.5 mi North of Harris

5.25 mi SW of Grand
Marais

1.5 mi E of Gibbon

Location Description

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

Owner

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

Hewitt City of

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

Operator
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Pre 1975

1972 (1999
rehab)

Pre 1975

Pre 1975

Pre 1975

Pre 1975

1969 (1991 and
2014 rehab)

1936; 1960;
1978

1968

Pre 1975

1971 (1987
rehab)

c. 1952

Pre 1975

Approximate
Date

District 4

District 1

Class IV

Class IV

Class IV

Class IV

Class IV

Class IV

Class I

Class II

Class II

Class IV

Class IV

Class III

Jasper Peak

Jct MN20 & MN50

Jordan

Kawashiwi River

Kellog

Kensington
Runestone Historical
Marker
Kettle River (N.B.)

Knife Lake

Knife River

Kodonce River

La Prairie River (2)

Lady Slipper Park
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District 2

District 1

District 1

District 1

District 3

District 6

District 1

Metro

Metro

District 1

District 1

Class IV

Jackfish Bay

District
Name

Class
Type

Name

Lake of the
Woods

Itasca

Cook

Lake

Kanabec

Pine

Douglas

Wabasha

Lake

Scott

Dakota

Saint Louis

Koochiching

County
Name

MN 11

US 2

MN 61

MN 61

MN 65

I 35

MN 27

US 61

MN 1

MN 21

US 61

MN 1

MN 11

Route

111.94

186.43

118.97

17.881

72.617

197.91

82.156

54.597

296.71

35.254

26.035

266

204.46

Mile
Post
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In Williams City

2.5 mi E of Grand Rapids

9.0 mi NE of Grand
Marais

Knife River

4.5 mi S of Warman

0.3 mi E of Alexandria, S
side of TH27 1.2 mi E of
Jct TH27 and TH29
5.0 mi N of Sandstone

Kellog

11 Mi SE of Ely

in Jordan

terminus of TH20

0.5 mi E of Soudan

7 mi E of International
Falls

Location Description

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

Owner

Williams, City of

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

Jordan, City of

MnDOT

Tower, City of

MnDOT

Operator
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Pre 1975

Pre 1975

Pre 1975

1972

1969

1968 (1998
rehab)

1951

Pre 1975

Pre 1975

Pre 1975

Pre 1975

Pre 1975

Pre 1975

Approximate
Date

Class I

Class II

Class I

Class IV

Class I

Class II

Class II

Class II

Class III

Class IV

Class III

Class II

Lake Iverson

Lake Koronis

Lake Latoka (E.B.)

Lake Mazaska

Lake Pepin

Lake Pokegama

Le Homme Dieu

Lengby (2 mi N)

Lime Lake

Lion Springs

Loman

Long Lake - Vergas

District 4

District 1

District 1

District 8

District 2

District 4

District 1

District 6

District 6

District 4

District 3

District 4

District
Name
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Class
Type

Name

Otter Tail

Koochiching

Saint Louis

Murray

Polk

Douglas

Itasca

Goodhue

Rice

Douglas

Stearns

Otter Tail

County
Name

MN
228

MN 11

US 53

US 59

US 2

MN 29

US 169

US 61

MN 21

I 94

MN 55

I 94

Route

0.688

176.38

51

35.067

77.157

83.2

77.937

6.094

99.618

111.86

Mile
Post

Table 1. Inventory of Roadside Properties, 1950-1975 (Alphabetical by Name)

in Vergas on Long Lake

23.0mi W of
International Falls

8.0 mi S of Eveleth

.5 mi N of Avoca

2.0mi N of Lengby

NE of Alexandria

3.0 mi N of Lake City, E
side of TH61/TH63 1 mi
S of the Jct of
TH61/TH63 & CSAH2
5.0 mi S of Grand Rapids

1.15 mi NW of Jct. TH 27
911 Address: 4800 I 94
SW
5.0mi N of Faribault

3 miles south of
Paynesville

7 mi SE of Fergus Fall

Location Description

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

Owner

Vergas, City of

Koochiching,
County of

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

Douglas County

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

Operator

1969
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Pre 1975

Pre 1975

Pre 1975

1974

1972

1972

1968 (1993
rehab)

Pre 1975

1968 (1995
rehab)

Pre 1975

1975

Approximate
Date

District 3

Class IV

Class II

Class IV

Class IV

Class I

Class II

Class IV

Class IV

Class IV

Class I
(TIC)

Class IV

Class IV

Manitou Rapids

Mapleton

Marine on St. Croix

Marion (W.B.)

McGregor

Mendota / Sibley
Pioneer Church Site

Minnesota Woman

Montgomery (2 mi S)

Moorhead TIC (E.B.)

Morton Redwood
Ferry

Motley
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District 3

District 8

District 4

District 7

District 4

Metro

District 3

District 6

Metro

District 7

District 1

District 3

Class IV

Long Lake Roadside
Parking Area (North
Long Lake)
Malmo

District
Name

Class
Type

Name

Morrison

Renville

Clay

Le Sueur

Otter Tail

Dakota

Aitkin

Olmsted

Washington

Blue Earth

Koochiching

Aitkin

Crow Wing

County
Name

MN
210

MN 19

I 94

MN 13

US 59

MN 13

MN
210

I 90

MN 95

MN 22

MN 11

MN 18

MN
371

Route

100.81

81.577

1.848

56.762

243.77

107.7

173.49

221.73

92.822

35.757

164.37

37.863

Mile
Post

Table 1. Inventory of Roadside Properties, 1950-1975 (Alphabetical by Name)

in Motley

2.0 mi E of Morton
Redwood Ferry

1.27 miles east of US75

2 mi N of Pelican Rapids,
E side of TH59 .7 mi N of
CSAH4
2.0 mi S of Montgomery

N side of TH13 500' W of
D Street

at McGregor

3.5mi E of TH 52

E side of TH95 just S of
the Jct of TH95 & CSAH7

in Mapleton, W side of
TH22 at Central Ave

3.0mi E of Manitou

.5 mi W of Malmo

E side of TH 371 4.6 mi N
of TH 77

Location Description

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

Owner

DNR

MnDOT

MnDOT/EMT

Lions Club

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

Mapleton, City
of

DNR

DNR

Operator
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Pre 1975

Pre 1975

1969 (1983 and
2000 rehab)

Pre 1975

1959

1955 (2009
rehab)

1974 (1997
rehab)

1972 (1999
rehab)

1950

1962

1969

1955

Pre 1975

Approximate
Date

Class II

Class II

Class IV

Class IV

Class IV

Class IV

Class I

Class IV

Class II

Class IV

Class IV

Class IV

Mt. Josephine

Nest Lake - New
London

Nevis

New Duluth Scenic
Overlook

Nokasippi River
Historical Monument

Norwegian Grove

Oak Lake

Org South Limits

Otter Tail Lake

Outing

Peterson

Pickeral Lake

District 6

District 6

District 3

District 4

District 7

District 2

District 7

District 3

District 1

District 2

District 8

District 1

District
Name
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Class
Type

Name

Freeborn

Fillmore

Cass

Otter Tail

Nobles

Polk

Sibley

Crow Wing

Saint Louis

Hubbard

Kandiyohi

Cook

County
Name

US 69

MN 16

MN 6

MN 78

MN 60

US 2

MN 22

MN
371

MN 23

MN 34

MN 23

MN 61

Route

10.57

252.88

38.354

34.214

5.852

58.894

84.535

14.484

336.31

86.353

159.03

147.6

Mile
Post

Table 1. Inventory of Roadside Properties, 1950-1975 (Alphabetical by Name)

1.0mi S of Albert Lea

0.5 mi W of Peterson

in Outing

12.0 mi N of Battle Lake

1.0m E of jct. TH 59
911 Address: 35256
235th Avenue SW,
Erskine, MN
5 mi S of Worthington

7.0 mi S of Gaylord

13.0 mi N of Little Falls

S side of TH23 about
600' W of Sargent Creek

between Spicer and New
London, 2.0 mi N of
Spicer
In Nevis City

3.0 mi SW of Pigeon
River

Location Description

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

Owner

MnDOT

MnDOT

Crooked Lake
Township

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

Nevis, City of

MnDOT

MnDOT

Operator
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c. 1967

Pre 1975

Pre 1975

1969

Pre 1975

1972

Pre 1975

1967 (2003
rehab)

1958

Pre 1975

Pre 1975

1969 (rehab
2012)

Approximate
Date

Class IV

Class IV

Class IV

Class III

Class II

Class IV

Class IV

Class II

Class IV

Class IV

Class IV

Class IV

Pike River

Pillsbury Mine
Overlook

Pine Creek

Pine Grove

Pine Hickory Lakes

Pine Island

Plowville

Pomme de Terre

Prairie Lake

Pug Hole Lake

Ray Berglund
Memorial Wayside

Redwood River

District 8

District 1

District 1

District 4

District 4

District 6

District 6

District 3

District 4

District 2

District 1

District 1

District
Name
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Class
Type

Name

Redwood

Cook

Itasca

Otter Tail

Swift

Dodge

Goodhue

Aitkin

Becker

Roseau

Saint Louis

Saint Louis

County
Name

MN 19

MN 61

MN 38

US 59

US 12

MN 14

US 52

US 169

MN 34

MN 89

US 169

MN
135

Route

76.286

86.574

13.417

241.94

23.861

72.407

246.13

61.997

142.5

345.37

30.169

Mile
Post

Table 1. Inventory of Roadside Properties, 1950-1975 (Alphabetical by Name)

3.5 mi N of Tofte, N side
of TH61 250' E of the
Onion River
3.0 mi E of Redwood
Falls

14.0 mi N of Grand
Rapids

On US highway 14, 1.5
miles east of Dodge
Center
10.0 mi W of Danvers,
both sides of TH 12 at
Pomme de Terre River
.2 mi N of Pelican Rapids

6.0 mi S of Aitkin, both
sides TH169 on isthmus
btwn Little Pine & Hick
Lakes
.5mi N of Pine Island

26.0 mi E of Detroit
Lakes

1.5mi SE of Canada

1 mi S of Chisholm

9 Mi South of Tower

Location Description

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

Unknown

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

Owner

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

DNR

MnDOT

Unknown

MnDOT

DNR

Becker County

Not Maintained

MnDOT

MnDOT

Operator
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Pre 1975

1953

c. 1960

Pre 1975

1936; 1960

post-1962

Pre 1975

1938; 1974

Pre 1975

Pre 1975

Pre 1975

Pre 1960

Approximate
Date

District 6

Class IV

Class II

Class IV

Class III

Class II

Class IV

Class IV

Class II

Class IV

Class IV

Class IV

Roseau (2 mi W)

Rosemount Weigh
Station

Round Lake

Sauers Lake

Sauk Lake

Serpent Lake

Shingobee Bay

Skyberg

Snowball Lake

Split Rock Trail Head
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District 1

District 1

District 6

District 2

District 3

District 3

District 4

District 4

Metro

District 2

District 6

Class IV

Reno Spring
Roadside Parking
Area
Rose Creek

District
Name

Class
Type

Name

Lake

Itasca

Goodhue

Cass

Crow Wing

Stearns

Becker

Otter Tail

Dakota

Roseau

Mower

Houston

County
Name

MN 61

US 169

MN 56

MN
371

MN
210

US 71

US 59

MN
108

MN 3

MN 11

MN 56

TH 26

Route

43.34

322.25

68.916

88.089

140.98

170.44

256.13

28.276

30.225

68.397

25.51

Mile
Post

Table 1. Inventory of Roadside Properties, 1950-1975 (Alphabetical by Name)

7.5 mi SW of Beaver Bay

1.0 mi W of Pengilly

4.0m SE of Kenyon

3.0 mi E of Walker

1.5 mi N of Sauk Centre,
at southwest quadrant
of US 71 bridge over
Sauk River
north of Deerwood on
Serpent Lake

7.0 mi S of Detroit Lakes

3.0 mi W of Dent

2.5 Mi South of
Rosemount

2.0mi W of Roseau

Rose Creek N Limits

W side of TH 26 2.5 mi N
of Iowa border

Location Description

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

Owner

MnDOT

MnDOT

Church

DNR

DNR

MnDOT

MnDOT

DNR

MnDOT

MnDOT

Rose Creek, City
of

MnDOT

Operator
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Pre 1975

c. 1965

Pre 1975

1969

Pre 1975

Pre 1975

1972

Pre 1975

Pre 1975

1969

Pre 1975

1950

Approximate
Date

Metro

District 1

Metro

Metro

Class IV

Class IV

Class IV

Class I

Class IV

Class IV

Class IV

Class IV

Class IV

Class IV

Class IV

St. Paul Overlook
[Burns Ave]

Starbuck at
Magmental Lake

Stickney Park

Stillwater Boomsite
(St. Croix Boomsite
RPA)
Sturgeon River

Surprise Lake

Swan Lake Wayside

Tall Pines (1)

Tall Pines (2)

Tamarack House
Historical Marker
(Stillwater)
Taylors Falls
Overlook North
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District 1

District 1

District 1

District 1

District 3

District 4

Metro

District 1

Class IV

St. Marys Lake

District
Name

Class
Type

Name

Chisago

Washington

Koochiching

Koochiching

Itasca

Itasca

Saint Louis

Washington

Sherburne

Pope

Ramsey

Saint Louis

County
Name

CO 71

MN 95

MN 6

MN 6

MN 65

MN 38

MN 73

TH 95

MN 24

MN
114

US 61

US 53

Route

73.7

103.07

133.98

137.05

168.94

18.304

105.59

45.076

4.061

134.95

57.482

Mile
Post

Table 1. Inventory of Roadside Properties, 1950-1975 (Alphabetical by Name)

N. limits of Taylors Falls

W side of TH95 .3 mi S of
Jct of TH95 & TH96

at Big Fork River

11.1 mi from Jct TH 1 &
TH 6

3 mi S of Pengilly

17.0 mi N of Grand
Rapids

Sturgeon River; 17 mi N
of Chisholm

1.2 mi N of Jct TH 96

Clearwater east side of
Mississippi River

In St. Paul, NE side of
TH61/TH10 just SE of
Burns Ave
4.0 mi N of Starbuck

3 mi S of Eveleth

Location Description

Unknown

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

Owner

Unknown

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT/City of
St Paul

DNR

Operator

1960

1954
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Pre 1975

Pre 1975

Pre 1975

Pre 1975

Pre 1975

1936; 1969;
1991

Pre 1975

Pre 1975

1950

Pre 1975

Approximate
Date

Class IV

Class I
(TIC)

Class IV

Class IV

Class IV

Class IV

Class II

Class IV

Class IV

Class IV

Class III

Thief River Falls (7 mi
W)

Thompson Hill TIC
(S.B.)

Thompson HillSkyline Parkway
Overlook
Tower

Tower (5 mi W)

Traverse des Sioux

Truman

Tulaby Lake

Twin Lakes

Victory Memorial
Rest Area

Vineland Historical
Marker

Walker (4 mi N)

District 2

District 3

District 6

District 1

District 4

District 7

District 7

District 1

District 1

District 1

District 1

District 2

District
Name
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Class
Type

Name

Cass

Mille Lacs

Blue Earth

Itasca

Mahnomen

Watonwan

Nicollet

Saint Louis

Saint Louis

Saint Louis

Saint Louis

Pennington

County
Name

MN
371

US 169

MN 22

MN 65

MN
113

MN 15

US 169

MN 1

MN 1

I 35

I 35

MN 1

Route

94.5

223.25

46.4

165.62

31.127

24.441

67.257

259.2

39.517

250

250.37

37.365

Mile
Post

Table 1. Inventory of Roadside Properties, 1950-1975 (Alphabetical by Name)

8.0 mi S of Mankato, W
side of TH22 2.5 mi N of
CSAH15
at Vineland, E side of
TH169 2.2 mi N of
CSAH26
4mi N of Walker

4.0 mi S of Pengilly

15.0 mi E of Waubon

1.0 mi N of N corp. limit
of Truman

5 mi W of Tower

E side of Skyline Pkwy
200' S of Skyline Pkwy
and TH 2
in Tower

At jct. 35 & TH 2

7.0mi W of Thief River
Falls

Location Description

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

Owner

Walker, City of

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

DNR

MnDOT

St. Peter, City of

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT

MnDOT/EMT

MnDOT

Operator
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Pre 1975

1952

1958

Pre 1975

1975

Pre 1975

Pre 1975

Pre 1975

c. 1957

c. 1967

1972 (1993 and
2009 rehab)

c. 1972

Approximate
Date

Class IV

Class IV

Winnebago

Zumbrota

District 6

District 7

District
Name
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Class
Type

Name

Goodhue

Faribault

County
Name

US 52

US 169

Route

77.24

18.134

Mile
Post

Table 1. Inventory of Roadside Properties, 1950-1975 (Alphabetical by Name)

S limits of Zumbrota

1.1 mi S of Winnebago

Location Description

MnDOT

MnDOT

Owner

Zumbrota,
Village of

MnDOT

Operator

1961
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c. 1959

Approximate
Date

5.0

Evaluation Criteria

Evaluation criteria for Minnesota’s roadside properties built from 1950 to 1975 are based on the
guidelines outlined in the NRHP bulletins How to Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation and
How to Complete the National Register Form. The following sections provide specific guidance by defining
the property, determining the levels and areas of significance, establishing requirements for significance,
applying criteria considerations, defining the period of significance, identifying essential physical features,
and assessing integrity.
In 1998, NRHP evaluation criteria were developed for roadside properties constructed between 1920 and
1960 (Granger et al. 1998), a time period that overlaps the period of this study by 10 years (1950 to 1960).
At the time of that study, properties dating to 1950 and later had not yet reached the standard 50-year
requirement for NRHP eligibility. Since then, a number of these properties have been evaluated and found
eligible or not eligible for NRHP listing. With the benefit of the perspective of time and through the further
development of historic contexts, revised evaluation criteria established through this investigation can
better assess the historical significance of roadside properties post-dating 1949 and therefore supersede
those of the previous study. Recommendations of NRHP eligibility using the previous criteria may need to
be reconsidered in light of the revised evaluation criteria.

5.1

EXEMPTED PROPERTIES

In accordance with the Interstate Highway Exemption, federal agencies are exempted from compliance
with Section 106 for most properties associated with the federal interstate highway system, including rest
areas. Federal agencies, including MnDOT when acting on the behalf of the FHWA, therefore are not
required to identify or evaluate interstate rest areas for the purposes of Section 106 compliance. Because
of this exemption, no interstate rest areas were evaluated for this study, although it is the intention of
this study that the evaluation criteria may apply to properties built as part of the interstate system.

5.2

PROPERTY DEFINITION

The roadside properties considered within this evaluation study are broadly categorized as “waysides,”
which are properties established for the purposes of traveler respite, safety and recreation. Properties
within this category may range from a simple turnout to a rest area complex that has a large building with
flush toilets and affords recreational opportunities. This property type comprises four classes of roadside
properties currently defined as “rest areas” by MnDOT (see Section 2.2). Other unit types, such as truck
weigh stations, dump stations and highway maintenance facilities were not considered within this historic
context.

5.2.1 Property Category
NRHP properties are categorized as buildings, structures, objects, sites or districts, as defined by the
National Park Service. Guidance from the National Park Service instructs that “small groups of properties
are listed under a single category, using the primary resource. For example… a city park with a gazebo
would be categorized by the park (site). Properties with large acreage or a number of resources are usually
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considered districts. Common sense and reason should dictate the selection of categories” (NPS 1997:4).
Roadside properties are principally designed landscapes with a small number of objects, buildings and/or
structures, and are typically categorized as a “site.” Because the roadside properties were typically
constructed as a cohesive unit, at the same time and under a single site plan, categorization as a “site”
will be most appropriate for most of Minnesota roadside properties. If conditions warrant, at the
discretion of the evaluator, large and complex rest areas with a variety of property types within its
boundaries, may better fit the categorization of a “district,” a category of historic property that “possesses
a significant concentration, linkage, or continuity of sites, buildings, structures, or objects united
historically or aesthetically by plan or physical development” (NPS 1997:5). The components of each site
or district will either be contributing or non-contributing, based on the period and area of significance and
integrity.

5.3

LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE

The subject of this study is roadside properties planned and constructed under the auspices of the MHD
for the state trunk highway system; their development reflects Minnesota history through the state’s
initiatives to expand and improve its transportation system. Because the primary historical association of
these properties is with state-level efforts that generated a statewide system, and because their
significance would be evaluated within the context of other roadside properties in the state, Minnesota
roadside properties are most likely to have state significance. Although less likely, MHD-built roadside
properties could be significant at the local level if they achieve their significance through local
associations, such as a rest area established through a city initiative that strongly reflects local character
and identity. No examples of Minnesota roadside properties have been found to have national
significance, and based on existing contexts, it is unlikely that such properties would possess national
significance. Should evidence suggest national significance for a Minnesota roadside property, it must be
evaluated within a national context and represent an important aspect of United States history.

5.4

AREAS OF SIGNIFICANCE

Roadside properties are designed landscapes intrinsically associated with transportation networks. Areas
of significance will correlate to the contexts and criteria under which the property is significant, as well as
the character of the roadside property itself. A roadside property may have one or more areas of
significance. Areas of significance likely to apply to Minnesota roadside properties include the following:
1. Landscape Architecture. This area pertains to the site design, incorporating the variety of
elements associated with roadside properties, including spatial organization, circulation patterns,
and related buildings, structures and objects. All roadside properties associated with the
Minnesota trunk highway system are designed landscapes, planned to a lesser or greater extent
and with varying expressions of artistic intent. Most of Minnesota’s significant roadside properties
will be associated with this area of significance.
2. Transportation. Roadside properties are components of a transportation system, created for the
purpose of increasing highway safety by offering traveler respite and recreation. While these
properties cannot be extracted from the transportation context, an individual wayside is not likely
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to be significant solely because of its presence within a network of highways. For a roadside
property to be significant under the area of transportation, it must have important Criterion A
associations for playing an important role in the development of roadside properties.
3. Architecture. Roadside properties included buildings, structures, and objects of architectural
merit. Some of the pre-1968 rest areas, for example, included historical markers and overlook
walls of elaborate stone construction, while subsequently built rest areas sometimes
incorporated architect-designed toilet buildings, with complementary picnic shelters and
information boards, in contemporary styles reflective of the period and region. Roadside
properties may be significant if their buildings, structures, or objects reflect the important work
of a master, distinctive characteristics of a type and period of construction, high artistic value, or
important methods of design or construction.
4. Entertainment/Recreation. Roadside properties from this period are associated with the age of
automobile tourism and family vacations, and offered recreational opportunities to travelers in
addition to safer roadways. Waysides whose elements strongly convey the accommodation of the
recreational goals of the post-World War II motoring public through a complement of aspects
such as hiking trails, beaches, boat accesses, or historical markers, may also be significant within
this context.
5. Conservation. Roadside properties of the 1950s and 1960s were influenced by the rise of the
highway beautification and environmental movements, and by specific federal policies and
funding mechanisms under the Highway Beautification Act of 1966. Consequently, roadside
properties may possess significance for their manifestation of highway beautification, through the
appreciation and conservation of the natural and manmade environment.

5.5

SIGNIFICANCE REQUIREMENTS

To be eligible for the NRHP, a property must meet one or more of the four criteria for significance:
Criterion A – association with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad
patterns of history;
Criterion B – association with the lives of persons significant in our past;
Criterion C – embodiment of the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of
construction; representation of the work of a master; possession of high artistic values; or
representation of a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual
distinction; and
Criterion D – potential to yield information important to prehistory or history.
Significance requirements for roadside properties under NRHP Criteria A and C are provided in Sections
5.5.1.1 and 5.5.1.2. Roadside properties are unlikely to be eligible under Criterion B. For a property to be
significant for its associations with a historically important individual, it must be connected with their
productive life, often a home or workplace. As roadside properties were the result of the work of planners
and designers carried out in the offices of the MHD or by professional architects, these persons would not
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be connected in such a way. Commemorative roadside properties dedicated in memorial to an individual
or group, such as the Ray Berglund Roadside Parking Area, or sites with historical markers commemorating
a historical figure, are not directly associated with the contributions for which that person is known, but
may be significant under other criteria. For a roadside property to be significant under Criterion B,
compelling supportive documentation of both the importance of the individual person within a given area
of significance and that person’s significant association with the roadside property must be demonstrated.
Roadside properties will not be eligible under Criterion D within this context. Criterion D is most often
applied to archaeological properties, and additional significant information on the development and
evolution of roadside properties is unlikely to be found within individual sites. Archaeological resources
or non-wayside related historic properties with information potential may fall within the boundaries of a
roadside property, but would not have significance associated with this context.

5.5.1 Application of Significance Criteria
5.5.1.1 Criterion A Significance
Themes related to roadside properties take into consideration the State of Minnesota’s enhancement of
the trunk highway system in response to the post-World War II growth in recreational travel, the creation
of roadside properties in sympathy with the natural environment, and the rise of the highway
beautification movement, which included such initiatives as “Keep America Beautiful” and the Highway
Beautification Act of 1965.
National Park Service guidelines note that “mere associations with historic events or trends is not enough,
in and of itself, to qualify under Criterion A: the property’s specific association must be considered
important as well” (NPS 1997:12). Indirect or inferential relationships of a roadside property to a historic
event does not adequately support its significance under Criterion A; for instance, a rest area would not
be significant merely for the fact that it was constructed using federal funding from the Highway
Beautification Act. To be significant for this association, the rest area would need to demonstrate a direct
relationship to, or influence of, the Act, or have influenced the development of other roadside properties
under the Act.
The state’s network of trunk highways was important in linking the various parts of the region and for
providing critical transportation links. Components such as bridges and roadside properties are among
the elements comprised by the trunk highway network. Unlike with highways and bridges, however, no
contextual research suggests that individual roadside properties contributed to the economic or
commercial development of the state or localities, or played an influential role in community
development or social welfare; therefore, these potential conditions for significance do not apply to
roadside properties.
Although roadside properties constructed between 1950 and 1975 are most likely to be significant under
Criterion C, they also may possess significance under NRHP Criterion A in the areas of Transportation,
Conservation and/or Entertainment/Recreation for their relationship to broader historic events and
themes.
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1. Transportation
The theme of transportation relates to the growth and enhancement of the state’s trunk highway system
and the development of its interstate highway system between 1950 and 1975. The growth of the
traveling public during the post-World War II era placed pressure on the existing roadway system,
including its amenities. Increased awareness of the need for traveler safety and comfort resulted in
enhanced highways, including roadside properties in greater quantity and quality. While the network of
highways, including interstate highways, developed or improved during this period may possess
significance for their contribution to the state’s overall transportation system, an individual roadside
property within that system is unlikely to be significant other than as a contributing resource within the
larger trunk highway transportation network. A roadside property that does not meet significance criteria
by its own merits may be a contributing property to a linear or other district within areas of significance
related to the broader resource. Concurrent studies of Minnesota roadways being undertaken by the
MnDOT Cultural Resources Unit have not identified historic roadways with contributing roadside
properties at this time.
For a roadside property to be significantly related to the area of transportation, it would need to
demonstrate the fulfillment of key transportation needs through the development or improvement of a
wayside amenity.
2. Conservation and Entertainment/Recreation
For Minnesota’s roadside properties, the impetus to conserve the natural environment along its highways
and the opportunity to recreate within the natural environment often went hand in hand. Rest areas built
on the shores of lakes or rivers frequently offered scenic views of natural beauty, complemented with
recreational activities in the form of picnic tables, walking trails, boat launch facilities and/or beaches.
Roadside properties were among several efforts to improve the scenic and natural qualities along national
and state highways, which had become both visually and physically littered with billboards, junkyards, and
other forms of blight. The urge to beautify the nation’s highways emerged with the growing
environmental movement under the auspices of conservation. These movements influenced national rest
area standards to emphasize natural and scenic qualities. With Minnesota’s abundance of natural
resources, many of the state’s roadside properties were developed to preserve the surrounding scenic
qualities and to entice travelers to interact with the natural environment. The placement of interpretive
signage, such as historical or geological markers, offered opportunities for travelling families to learn
about the environment and heritage.
To be significant in relation to Conservation, a roadside property must not only incorporate conservation
measures into its design (see Criterion C), but also demonstrate an important response to the site’s
specific conservation challenges or to local, state or national policy on the preservation of natural
resources. Similarly, the placement of a boat launch or historical marker is not sufficient to demonstrate
significance related to Recreation/Entertainment. A roadside property that set important standards for
Minnesota’s system of historical markers might be considered for its significance in the area of
Recreation/Entertainment.
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5.5.1.2 Criterion C Significance
As a property defined as a designed landscape, roadside properties are most likely to be significant under
Criterion C related to the areas of Landscape Architecture or Architecture. The 25-year period between
1950 and 1975 witnessed significant changes in the MHD’s approach to the style, size, aesthetics, safety
features, and traveler amenities in its roadside properties. The varying levels of amenity led to the
introduction of a system in 1975 that classified rest areas as Class I through Class IV (see Section 2.2
Definition of Roadside Properties). The most sophisticated of these rest area types was Class I, all of which
were constructed after 1967 and incorporated the national standards promulgated by AASHO for the new
interstate safety rest areas. Classes II, III and IV were established on the state’s trunk highways throughout
the period between 1950 and 1975. Because the standards applied for Class I rest areas are distinctly
different in size, scope, technical design and complexity from all other roadside properties, separate
requirements for significance under Criterion C are provided for Class I safety rest areas and for all other
classes of roadside properties. It is noted that the classification of a rest area is principally based on its
toilet facility. Class I rest areas have flush toilets. Over time, these facilities may change, resulting in a
change in classification. Rest areas should be evaluated under the classification most closely identified
with their pre-1975 characteristics.
1. Safety Rest Areas (Class I)
Beginning in 1968, Minnesota began construction of modern safety rest areas. These properties are now
classified by MnDOT as “Class I” rest areas, defined by their large and complex site with flush toilets,
drinking fountains, and other traveler amenities. While Class I rest areas were principally designed and
built for the new interstate highways, this classification of rest area was also employed along the state’s
non-interstate trunk highways, where new rest areas were established or existing ones were upgraded.
These new or improved rest areas often incorporated standards for site selection, layout, design, safety
geometrics, and traveler amenities that conformed to national standards established by AASHO. The MHD
hired architects to design the toilet buildings, and sometimes picnic shelters, that offered an
unprecedented level of traveler comfort. Architects frequently employed expressive styles reflecting
contemporary tastes.
The elements established by national guidelines contribute to the standards that define how and under
what conditions Class I safety rest areas might meet Criterion C as a property representing the work of a
master, or the distinctive characteristics of the type and period, possessing high artistic values, and/or
demonstrating innovative methods of design or construction. A Class I roadside property has significance
under Criterion C if it meets one or more of the following conditions.
1. The property is an important product of the work of a master, such as an architect or landscape
architect. To meet this criterion, a roadside property, or a building/structure within a roadside
property, would demonstrate:
 The work of a recognized designer, and
 An important achievement or phase in the career of the designer within the context of
the designer’s career, in comparison with the designer’s other works, and given the role
of the particular property within that context.
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2. The property is a significant representation of the distinctive characteristics of the type and
period. A property that meets this standard possesses all of the characteristics of its type as
promoted by state and national standards, and therefore includes:
 Complex site design with emphasis on safety geometrics; and
 Site plan that harmonizes with, and intentionally directs users to natural and/or scenic
qualities; and
 Buildings and structures reflective of contemporary and/or regional architectural styles.
3. The property possesses demonstrated high artistic values expressing the aesthetic ideals of
landscape design, architecture, or other artistic element expressed through national standards
and design principles for roadside properties of the period. This significance may be expressed in
a single or multiple site elements, such as:
 Site design that skillfully adapts to the natural setting, emphasizes the site’s scenic and/or
natural qualities while achieving efficient and safe circulation of vehicles and pedestrians;
or
 Building design that represents contemporary or regional design character of the period;
or
 Objects such as statuary or monuments that strongly represent the aesthetic ideals of the
period in which they were created.
4. The property’s design and/or construction demonstrates important methods introduced or used
during the period, such as:
 Innovative use or new application of building engineering or structural systems, or
 Innovative use or new application of construction materials.
The above criteria may apply to roadside properties established and built between 1968 and 1975, as well
as pre-existing properties that received rehabilitation during this period. Such rehabilitation must be
substantial and must meet the requirements of these criteria on its own merits.
2. Other Wayside Rests (Classes II, III and IV)
Many of Minnesota’s roadside properties from the early 1950s continued the traditions established in the
preceding decades by building extensive and well-crafted stonework for overlook walls and historical
markers. In 1952, the Highway Research Board introduced national guidelines for rest areas that offered
recommendations for ideal site selection and design, integrating safety with natural conditions, and often
incorporating symbols of national identity, such as geological or historical markers (Gordon 1952). The
effects of these recommendations began to appear in Minnesota during the 1950s.
Design guidelines introduced by the AASHO for the interstate highway system in the late 1950s influenced
the design of Minnesota’s non-interstate trunk highway rest areas and brought greater complexity to site
design. These guidelines provided underlying rules for layout and design, emphasizing safety through
appropriate traffic geometrics, and addressed locations of toilets, wells, and other facilities. Within these
guidelines, a wide range of architectural and landscape architectural expression was exercised. The
national trends in highway beautification and national identity in the 1960s and 1970s also were reflected
in many of the state’s rest areas, which were frequently sited along rivers or lakes and sometimes featured
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a historical or geological marker among their amenities. Vegetation and the placement of walkways and
picnic areas that emphasized scenic vistas while screening unsightly views resulted in increasingly complex
parking and circulation patterns that were a far cry from the simple waysides built earlier in the postWorld War II era.
The elements established by national guidelines and trends contribute to the standards that define how
and under what conditions a roadside property would meet Criterion C as a property possessing high
artistic values and/or representing the work of a master or the distinctive characteristics of the type and
period. It is important to understand the context within which a property was constructed before
evaluating its significance. For instance, a property consisting of a pull-off with a safety median and wood
bollards may be considered innovative if constructed in 1952; if constructed in 1965, such safety features
would not be considered innovative. Class II, III and IV roadside properties are significant under Criterion
C if:
1. The property contains objects or structures, such as stone overlook walls or markers, that exhibit
complex design skill and/or craftsmanship expressing high artistic value or the work of a master
uniquely adapted to a particular site; or
2. The property significantly represents the distinctive characteristics of the type and period by
referencing the high national design standards for roadside development of its period. A property
will be significant by the outstanding or innovative example of at least two of the following site
design characteristics.
 Site selection and orientation with an emphasis on scenic quality, shade, water or other
natural features;
 A complex site design that preserves and showcases the site’s natural conditions by
conforming to natural topography and features, such as rivers and lakes, and forming
scenic views;
 A circulation pattern that safely separates vehicle traffic from the principle roadway (i.e.
trunk highway) and segregates pedestrian traffic from motorized traffic with paths
connecting the roadside amenities;
 Safety improvements through features such as curbing or a median separating the
highway from the wayside, and fencing or bollards defining the parking area. Evaluations
should consider whether a safety feature was innovative at that time, though it might be
regarded as rudimentary from a modern perspective;
 Attention to traveler comfort through amenities such as toilet buildings, picnic shelters,
picnic tables, benches, water supply, and fireplaces (not all of the listed amenities need
to be present);
 Expression of regional identity through site features such as historical or geological
markers, often placed within elaborate structures constructed of indigenous stone.

Although rest areas bear much of their significance through their overall landscape and site plan, major
individual buildings or objects, such as a toilet building or historical marker, may possess individual
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significance in the area of architecture in ways similar to those outlined under Class I, points 1, 3, and 4
and Classes II-IV, point 1, when the associated surrounding site has lost its integrity. In such cases, the
property would be significant as an individual building, object, or structure, and not as a roadside
property. It is noted that minor structures, such as picnic shelters, although sometimes possessing
architectural interest, are unlikely to have individual architectural significance.

5.5.2 Criteria Considerations
The National Park Service applies criteria considerations to certain property types not usually considered
for listing in the NRHP. Two of those considerations were examined due to their potential applicability to
Minnesota roadside properties.
5.5.2.1 Criteria Consideration F: Commemorative Properties
Commemorative roadside properties dedicated in memorial to an individual or group, such as the Ray
Berglund Roadside Parking Area, and sites with historical markers commemorating a historic figure or
event, such as the Birch Coulee historical marker, are not directly associated with the contributions for
which that person is known or with the historic event. Such properties may possess significance under
other criteria based on their function as roadside properties. National Park Service guidance cites
resources that have a non-commemorative primary function or significance as among the properties that
do not need to meet Criteria Consideration F (NPS 1997:39).
5.5.2.2 Criteria Consideration G. Properties Less Than Fifty Years of Age
This historic context study encompasses a period that extends to currently less than 50 years in age, in
order to plan for the evaluation of properties within the next decade. Criteria Consideration G will apply
to those properties less than 50 years of age.

5.6

PERIOD OF SIGNIFICANCE

For most roadside properties eligible under Criterion C, the period of significance begins with the
completion of the property. It is not uncommon for Minnesota’s rest areas to have been developed over
a period of several years, with grading occurring during one building season, and the gradual addition of
amenities such as water supply, road surfacing, and structures added during subsequent seasons. The
period of significance should coincide with the year(s) in which the rest area was substantively complete
with the principal historic components in place. Properties that are significant under Criterion A may have
a longer period of significance conforming to the period during which the property was associated with
the event or broad pattern of history. Properties within this context must have been substantially built
between 1950 and 1975.
Some earlier established Minnesota roadside properties were significantly redeveloped between 1950
and 1975, and should be evaluated within this context period. For properties that possess significance
within the context of a major redevelopment, the period of significance should reflect the dates through
which the property achieved its significance, and might only include the year of the alteration.
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5.7

PROPERTY BOUNDARIES

The boundaries of the historic property are defined by those of the historical parcel developed by the
MHD for traveler safety and recreational purposes. Although associated with the trunk highway, the
roadside property boundary would be exclusive of the highway roadway.

5.8

IDENTIFYING ESSENTIAL PHYSICAL FEATURES

To be eligible for the NRHP, a roadside property must not only possess significance, but also retain historic
integrity. Understanding the features comprised by a particular roadside property from the period of
significance is critical to understanding and assessing historic integrity. According to guidance from the
National Park Service, “the essential physical features are those features that define both why a property
is significant (Applicable Criteria and Areas of Significance) and when it was significant (Periods of
Significance). They are the features without which a property can no longer be identified….” (NPS
1997:46).
In roadside properties, combinations of elements are composed within a designed landscape where
features are intentionally sited along or near a trunk highway for the purpose of travelers’ rest, and where
scenic qualities and vegetation, such as trees and shrubs, are incorporated into the site. The only essential
features common to all roadside properties, however, are a designed landscape and a vehicular circulation
system – that is, a system for vehicles to exit a trunk highway to access the roadside property and then
return to the highway. In such instances where these common essential features are lost, the property is
no longer considered a roadside property. Beyond these essential physical features, a combination of any
of the following features may have been historically present in Minnesota’s roadside properties, and may
contribute to a property’s historic significance.
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Toilet building, sometimes incorporating a lobby or maintenance closet;
Picnic shelter;
Maintenance building;
Tables;
Benches;
Fireplaces;
Retaining/overlook walls;
Interpretive (historical or geological) markers;
Water well and pump;
Fences or bollards delineating parking areas;
Boat launch;
Beach;
Information kiosks;
Drinking fountains;
Waste receptacles;
Lighting; and
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x

Signage.

A roadside property need not have a particular set of these features, as the combination and number of
features will vary depending on the period during which the property was developed and the property’s
configuration from the period of significance. Identification, therefore, of a specific property’s essential
physical features – those that must be retained for the property to convey its historic identity – beyond
the designed landscape and the vehicular circulation system will need to occur on a case-by-case basis.
The determination of which features are necessary to convey a property’s historic significance must be
assessed using sources such as original site plans (if available), archival records, historical aerial and
standard photographs, and physical evidence. Additional guidance for understanding essential features is
offered below.
1. Safety Rest Areas (Class I)
Significant Class I safety rest areas are in part defined by the presence of a substantial, architectdesigned toilet building. The presence of the toilet building from the period of significance is
considered to be an essential physical feature for Class I rest areas. Class I rest areas with
removed, reconstructed or significantly altered toilet buildings from the period of significance are
unlikely to convey their historical significance.
2. Other Classification of Rest Areas
Classes II, III and IV rest areas offer vault toilet, pit toilet or no toilet facilities, respectively, as well
as other varying characteristics. Typically, less emphasis was placed on the toilet building within
the context of the broader designed landscape. The toilet buildings, if present, were of simple
design and construction using standardized plans. Consideration of the toilet building as an
essential physical feature for this classification of rest areas should be considered on a case-bycase basis, within the context of the site’s developmental history and significance. The assessment
of integrity would take into consideration the integrity of the toilet building (if any) along with
other features that contribute to the property’s historical significance.
3. Properties Representing a Type
Properties whose significance is derived as representing the distinctive characteristics of a type
and period under Criterion C must possess all, or nearly all, of the defining physical features of
the property’s configuration during the period of significance, and those features should possess
integrity.
4. Properties with High Artistic Value or Important Methods of Design or Construction
For properties whose significance is derived from a particular element possessing high artistic
value or whose design or construction demonstrates important methods, for example a toilet
building with architectural significance or an exceptionally well-designed historical marker, the
essential physical features beyond the designed landscape and vehicular circulation system may
be more narrowly defined, and the loss of integrity of those other features may not result a finding
of ineligibility.
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A singular building, structure, or object that has been evaluated as individually significant in the area of
architecture is not a roadside property and therefore the essential physical features outlined above would
not apply. Rather, the essential physical features would be architectural characteristics specific to the
individual element.

5.9

ASSESSING INTEGRITY

The overall integrity of a roadside property should reflect the design intention during the period of
significance. Evaluating the integrity of designed landscapes can be challenging as this property type is
inherently changing. It is important to understand the original design intention when evaluating integrity
of a landscape. Were trees planted in order to frame a certain view, block unsightly views, or to lead
pedestrians along a path? If so, is that intention reflected in the current condition? Other often
overlooked, and subtle structures such as walking paths and fences, help to define the spatial
arrangement and pattern of a roadside property, and therefore play an important role in the site’s
integrity. Each of the seven aspects of integrity are discussed and elaborated upon with regard to the
integrity requirements for roadside properties constructed between 1950 and 1975. Of the seven aspects
of integrity, the integrity of design, setting and association are the most important for significant roadside
properties.
Location
Location is the place where the historic property was constructed. Roadside properties are located
adjacent to or near trunk highways, and the integrity of location is important to its historic associations.
As sites, roadside properties will not have altered locations, although buildings, structures and objects
may be subject to relocation either within the original site or to another site. Features moved within a site
would be considered to have diminished integrity of location and should be evaluated within the context
of the design intention and period of significance. Historic features moved to another site would be
considered to have lost their integrity of location, and would not meet eligibility requirements unless they
meet the standards established under Criteria Consideration B for moved properties.
Design
Design is the combination of elements that form plan, space, structure and style of a property, including
organization of space, proportion, scale, technology, ornamentation, and materials. It reflects historic
functions and technologies as well as aesthetics. Roadside properties are the product of landscape design,
and sometimes of architectural design; the integrity of design is important and must meet high standards
to qualify for the NRHP. While recognizing that most roadside properties have changed over time, as
landscaping has been refreshed, roofs have been replaced, and furnishings have been repaired or
replaced, at a minimum, properties should reflect the design intention of the essential physical features
for all roadside properties, the designed landscape and the circulation system to and from the site. These
should remain close to the configuration used during the period of significance. Any site-specific essential
physical features also must be intact and reflect the design from the period of significance. The loss of
elements that help define the property’s historical significance, such as curbing or medians separating the
traffic, benches with scenic views, or paths leading to a lake shore, diminish the integrity of design. The
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cumulative loss of many of the features would result in poor integrity of design. Similarly, the introduction
of new features to a site may diminish the integrity of design if done in such a way that it compromises
the intended spatial organization or other important considerations of the original design. For properties
significant for their artistic merit or workmanship, the integrity of design must be clearly reflected in the
existing condition.
Setting
Setting is the physical environment of a historic property, and includes how, not just where, the property
is situated and its relationship to surrounding features, either natural or manmade, and open space. It
reflects the basic physical conditions under which a property was built and the functions it was intended
to serve. Because roadside properties are landscapes, setting is an important aspect of integrity. Roadside
properties should continue to retain a connection with the roadway, although it need not continue to be
designated as a state trunk highway. Many roadside properties were established with natural features as
the reason for the location, for example on a lake or river, and historical relationships to those features
should remain intact. Similarly, roadside properties for which the intended design was to create, frame or
otherwise exploit a scenic view should retain similar qualities of setting, although details of the setting
may change with time.
Materials
Materials are the physical elements that were assembled in a particular pattern during a particular time
period to form the historic property. Materials contribute to the historic quality and feeling of a roadside
property. While original materials are frequently replaced or repaired, to retain integrity, their
replacement should be in-kind and in accordance with the original design intention. For example, a
roadway and parking area originally surfaced with gravel and now paved with asphalt would have a loss
of material integrity. Conversely, a historic stone wall that has been repointed to preserve the original
design and whose damaged stones have been selectively replaced with matching stone material would
be considered to have good integrity of material. Assessment of the integrity of materials, and its effect
on the eligibility of a property, should be taken into consideration with the established significance criteria
and the identified essential physical features.
Workmanship
Workmanship is the physical evidence of a particular culture or people during any given period in history
or prehistory. It is the evidence of artisans’ labor and skill in constructing or altering a property. Roadside
properties from this period may be significant for finely crafted stone overlooks, walls and other features.
Workmanship is an important aspect of such significance and substantial evidence of the original craft
should be visible and intact.
Feeling
Feeling is the property’s expression of the aesthetic or historic sense of a particular period of time. The
roadside property should continue to convey its historic sense. In most ways, this is expressed by the
cumulative integrity of setting, design and material. The loss of smaller elements among each of these
aspects of integrity will contribute to a diminished integrity of feeling.
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Association
Association is the direct link between an important historic event or person and a historic property. A
property retains association if it is the place where the event or activity occurred and is sufficiently intact
to convey that relationship to an observer. It requires the presence of physical features that convey a
property’s historic character. Roadside properties were developed for the purposes of traveler safety and
rest along the state’s trunk highway system. Roadside properties need not be owned by the state nor does
the road with which they are associated need to remain a part of the trunk highway system in order to
retain integrity of association, although a clear linkage to a roadway system and an orientation to the
travelling public contributes to its integrity of association. An isolated roadside property or a site that
more resembles a destination city park than a roadside amenity would have a loss of association.
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6.0

Findings

In July through September 2015, Stark and Deco undertook field investigations to evaluate individual
roadside property sites for NRHP eligibility. The purpose of the field investigations was two-fold: 1) to
provide MnDOT with additional information on the historic eligibility of selected roadside properties and
2) to test the evaluation criteria that stemmed from the historic context study. Due to the limited scope
of this project, only a select number of roadside properties were chosen to be documented and evaluated.
Thirty-one properties constructed or significantly rehabilitated between 1950 and 1975 previously were
evaluated for NRHP eligibility; all of these were re-evaluated for NRHP eligibility using the revised
registration requirements. Re-survey with field investigation was conducted only when the recommendation
of eligibility contradicted the previous recommendation, or if the previous documentation was not sufficient
to re-evaluate the property. A sample of 12 newly recorded properties was surveyed and evaluated. These
properties were selected, in part, to include those properties most likely to be eligible for NRHP listing
based on their original site plans and likelihood of intact integrity from a review of MnDOT records and
photographs. The selection additionally sought to capture the range of roadside property classes (I
through IV) and a broad geographic representation. The map showing the locations of the evaluated
properties is shown on Map 1.

6.1

EVALUATION OF PREVIOUSLY RECORDED ROADSIDE PROPERTIES

Of the 31 previously recorded properties re-evaluated for NRHP listing, one is recommended as eligible
for listing in the NRHP using the revised registration requirements. Five properties previously
recommended as eligible are recommended as not eligible using the revised registration requirements.
One property previously recommended as not eligible meets the revised registration requirements but is
under 50 years of age and does not meet Criteria Consideration G guidelines for exceptional significance.
One additional property, constructed in 1938 and rehabilitated in 1974, was found not eligible within the
1950-1975 context, but remains eligible for its federal relief-era associations (Pine Hickory Lakes, AK-FIS017) (Table 2).
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Map 1. Surveyed Roadside Properties
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DK-MDC-011
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HU-JEF-007

CW-NSC-004

Reno Spring Roadside
Parking Area

CH-TFC-055
CK-TFT-001

Taylors Falls Overlook North
Ray Berglund Memorial
Wayside
Long Lake Roadside Parking
Area (North Long Lake)
Mendota / Sibley Pioneer
Church Site

FL-CHC-034

BK-DLC-157

Detroit Lakes Overlook

Chatfield Historical Marker

MN 13

BE-MPC-031

Mapleton

DL-ALE-067

MN 371

BE-DEC-008

Victory Memorial Rest Area

Kensington Runestone
Historical Marker

CO 71
MN 61

AN-RMC-008

Daytonport

TH 26

US 52

MN 27

US 10

MN 22

MN 22

US 10

US 169

AK-FIS-017

Pine Hickory Lakes

Route

SHPO No.

Name

Table 2. Findings - Previously Evaluated Properties

0.3 mi E of Alexandria, S side of
TH27 1.2 mi E of Jct TH27 and
TH29
south limits of Chatfield, N side
of TH52 .25 mi E of CSAH5
W side of TH 26 2.5 mi N of Iowa
border

6.0 mi NW of Anoka, SW side of
TH10/TH169 2 mi NW of CoRd83
8.0 mi S of Mankato, W side of
TH22 2.5 mi N of CSAH15
in Mapleton, W side of TH22 at
Central Ave
1 mi SE of Detroit Lakes, SW side
of TH10 .25 mi NW of the jct of
CSAH54 & TH10
N. limits of Taylors Falls
3.5 mi N of Tofte, N side of TH61
250' E of the Onion River
E side of TH 371 4.6 mi N of TH
77
N side of TH13 500' W of D
Street

6.0 mi S of Aitkin, both sides
TH169 on isthmus btwn Little
Pine & Hickory Lakes

Location Description

1950

1955

1951

1955 (2009
rehab)

1954

1960
1953

1957

1962

1958

1969

Approximate
Construction
Date
1938; 1974

Eligible

Eligible

Eligible

Not Eligible

Not Eligible

Not Eligible
Not Eligible

Not Eligible

Not Eligible

Not Eligible

Not Eligible

Eligible

Previous
Recommendation

Not Eligible

Not Eligible
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Not Eligible as a roadside
property; historical marker
is individually eligible as an
object
Not Eligible

Not Eligible

Not Eligible
Not Eligible

Not Eligible

Not Eligible

Not Eligible

Evaluation
Recommendation within
1950-1975 Context
Not Eligible within 19501975 context; remains
eligible for its federal reliefera associations
Not Eligible

TH 75
US 61

ML-KAN-006
OT-PEL-001
PN-PLK-006
PP-PPC-154
RA-SPC-2927

Vineland Historical Marker

Minnesota Woman

Big Pine Lake

Pipestone National
Monument Entrance Marker
St. Paul Overlook [Burns Ave]

I 35
CO 61

SL-DUL-2430
SL-DUL-2468
SL-DUT-002

SW-MOY-007

TO-HEW-012
WA-AFC-035

New Duluth Scenic Overlook

Thompson Hill-Skyline
Parkway Overlook
French River

Pomme de Terre

Hewitt

Bolles Mill Historical Marker
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US 169
MN 23

SL-BAL-004
SL-DUL-2429

MN 95

MN 210

US 12

MN 23

US 71

RN-BCO-004

Birch Coulee Historical
Marker
Pillsbury Mine Overlook
Fond du Lac Historic Marker

MN 18

US 59

US 169

MN 72

LW-BDC-030

Baudette

Route

SHPO No.

Name

Table 2. Findings - Previously Evaluated Properties

E side of TH 95 800' S of Valley
Branch Creek

1 mi S of Chisholm
in Fond du Lac, N side of TH23
btwn 130th & 131st Ave W
S side of TH23 about 600' W of
Sargent Creek
E side of Skyline Pkwy 200' S of
Skyline Pkwy and TH 2
Clifton at French River, SE side
of TH61 150' SW of the French
River
10.0 mi W of Danvers, both
sides of TH 12 at Pomme de
Terre River
in Hewitt

in Baudette at Canadian border,
SE side of TH72 at the Rainy
River
at Vineland, E side of TH169 2.2
mi N of CSAH26
2 mi N of Pelican Rapids, E side
of TH59 .7 mi N of CSAH4
6 mi W of Finlayson, W side of
TH18 just NW of the Pine River
W side of TH 75 at junction of
TH75 and 9th St NE
In St. Paul, NE side of
TH61/TH10 just SE of Burns Ave
E side of TH 71 250' S of CSAH 2

Location Description

1936; 1960;
1978
1959

1936; 1960

1959

c. 1967

1958

Pre 1975
1956

1950

1950

1952

c. 1960

1959

1952

Approximate
Construction
Date
1969

Not Eligible

Not Eligible

Not Eligible

Not Eligible

Not Eligible

Not Eligible

Not Eligible
Not Eligible

Eligible

Eligible

Not Eligible

Not Eligible

Not Eligible

Eligible

Not Eligible

Previous
Recommendation

Not Eligible

Not Eligible

Not Eligible

Not Eligible

Not Eligible

Not Eligible

Not Eligible
Not Eligible

Not Eligible
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Does not fit the definition
of a roadside property
Eligible

Not Eligible

Not Eligible

Not Eligible

Evaluation
Recommendation within
1950-1975 Context
Eligible

TH 95
TH 12

WA-SWT-004
WR-MDL-004
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MN 95

WA-SWC-714

Tamarack House Historical
Marker (Stillwater)
Stillwater Boomsite (St. Croix
Boomsite RPA)
Dustin Memorial Wayside

MN 95

WA-MXC-015

Marine on St. Croix

Route

SHPO No.

Name

Table 2. Findings - Previously Evaluated Properties

N side of TH 12 0.6 mi E of CSAH
5

E side of TH95 just S of the Jct of
TH95 & CSAH7
W side of TH95 .3 mi S of Jct of
TH95 & TH96
1.2 mi N of Jct TH 96

Location Description

1936; 1969;
1991
1963

1954

Approximate
Construction
Date
1950

Not Eligible

Not Eligible

Not Eligible

Not Eligible

Previous
Recommendation

Not Eligible

Not Eligible

Not Eligible
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Evaluation
Recommendation within
1950-1975 Context
Not Eligible

6.1.1 Pine Hickory Lakes (AK-FIS-017)
6.0 mi S of Aitkin, both sides TH 169 on isthmus between Little Pine & Hickory Lakes
Aitkin County
Within the context of “Roadside Development on Minnesota Trunk Highways, 1920-1960” [1920-1960
context], this property previously was found eligible for listing in the NRHP for its associations with the
federal relief programs (NYA), as a property significant to the history of roadside development, and for its
design significance as an example of a naturalistic, rustic roadside park.
History
The Pine Hickory Lakes Rest Area is situated on both sides of TH 169. The west unit is located on the east
shore of Little Pine Lake, and the east unit is located on the west shore of Hickory Lake. According to
previous documentation of this site (AK-FIS-017, Gemini Research 1998 [2008], on file at the Minnesota
SHPO), the Pine Hickory Lakes Rest Area was established as a roadside parking area in 1938 when a stone
overlook wall, two council rings, nine fireplaces, a well, trails, a rustic footbridge, a rustic guardrail, one
project marker, a wading pool, and 27 picnic tables were built by the National Youth Administration (NYA)
on the east side of TH 169. Gemini Research confirmed that the plans for the site were drawn by Arthur
R. Nichols. The western parking area was likely added, or at least paved, in 1958. Plans dated 1974,
confirmed by photographs on file at the MnDOT Site Development Unit, document the construction of a
concrete-block, vault toilet building with an inverted mansard roof, and an information board of a similar
style. A bituminous walk north of the toilet building was also added at that time. At some time after 2000,
the toilet building and information board were removed. The bituminous walk is no longer extant.
Description
Early components of the roadside property remain standing in the east unit, including both stone council
rings, the overlook wall, a stone refuse container, one stone fireplace, a concrete dam and a concrete
highway bridge (AK-FIS-017, Gemini Research, 1998 [2008], on file at the Minnesota SHPO). The western,
later portion of the site currently consists of a bituminous, rectangular parking area approached by a single
drive. Concrete bollards remain on the south end of the parking area, beyond which is placed a metal pipe
and wood plank picnic table in a grassy lawn. A portable toilet unit is situated on the north end of the
parking area (Figures 36 and 37).
Evaluation
Within the context of “Minnesota Trunk Highway Roadside Properties, 1950-1975” (1950-1975 context)
the Pine Hickory Lakes Rest Area would be evaluated as an existing roadside property significantly
improved in 1974. Because, however, all of the elements added in 1974 (toilet building, information
board, and walking trail) were removed, the property no longer retains this association.
Recommendation
Because the Pine Hickory Lakes Rest Area no longer retains elements associated with improvements
carried out in 1974, the property should not be evaluated under the 1950-1975 context. The property
retains its eligibility for its pre-1950 associations under the 1920-1960 context.
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Figure 36. AK-FIS-017, Western Unit Parking Area and TH 169, Facing NE

Figure 37. AK-FIS-017, Portable Toilet, Former Toilet Building and Information Board Site, Facing NW
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6.1.2 Daytonport (AN-RMC-008)
6.0 mi NW of Anoka, SW side of TH 10/TH 169 2 mi NW of Co Rd 83
Anoka County
Within the 1920-1960 context, this property previously was found to be not eligible due to loss of integrity,
presumably due to the loss of the pre-1961 structures. No field investigations were performed for this
property as part of the current study. The following history and description are based on the site history
and description provided in the inventory form prepared by Gemini Research in 1998.
History
The Daytonport Rest Area is a complex roadside property on TH 10/TH 169 in Anoka County. Built near
the site of the Red River Oxcart Trail from the 1850s, a highway roadside development property was
established here sometime before 1961 offering parking, drinking water, picnic tables, fireplaces, council
rings, and toilets. The site was substantially improved in 1969, funded in part by Federal Highway
Beautification Funds and using designs by TKDA of St. Paul. These plans, completed by 1970, introduced
a new toilet building, concrete-block drinking fountains, concrete picnic tables, and brick and limestone
picnic fireplaces. The loop drive was paved, and the existing masonry fireplace was repaired. Around the
same time, a metal historical marker on the history of the Itasca townsite, installed in 1966, was replaced
with a revised marker on the site. In 1995, a new restroom building replaced the 1969 TKDA structure.
At the same time, MnDOT added two picnic shelters with new concrete picnic tables, and a Great River
Road marker.
Description
Based on the description provided in the 1998 inventory form, the Daytonport Rest Area is sited in a
wooded area on the east bank of the Mississippi River. It includes an asphalt-paved, curb-lined, looping
drive that accesses two parking areas and a picnic area and circles around a large, open lawn. Behind one
of the parking areas is the 1995 toilet building, a concrete sidewalk, flagpoles, and modern light poles. Of
the 1969 elements, approximately seven picnic fireplaces, two drinking fountains, and eight picnic tables
remain on the site. In addition to the latter, modern portable picnic tables and the 1995 picnic shelters
and tables are located on the site.
Evaluation
Within the 1950-1975 context, the Daytonport Rest Area would be evaluated as a Class I rest area
substantially rehabilitated in 1969 using Federal Highway Beautification funds. Per the registration
requirements, in Class I rest areas, the toilet building constitutes an essential physical feature. Because
the toilet building from the period of significance has been removed, the rest area would not be eligible
under the 1950-1975 context.
Recommendation
Based on the loss of the 1969 toilet building in this Class I facility, the Daytonport Rest Area is not eligible
under the 1950-1975 context. The property remains not eligible for its pre-1950 associations under the
1920-1960 context.
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6.1.3 Victory Memorial Rest Area (BE-DEC-008)
8.0 mi S of Mankato, W side of TH 22 2.5 mi N of CSAH 15
Blue Earth County
Within the 1920-1960 context, this property previously was found to be not eligible due to loss of integrity.
No field investigations were performed for this property as part of the current study. The following history
and description are based on the site history and description provided in the inventory form prepared by
Gemini Research in 1998.
History
The rest area was created in 1948 by the MHD in cooperation with the Mankato Garden Club, which raised
funds for the installation of three stone fireplaces, wood boxes, and toilet facilities. A stone lectern-style
historical marker was added in 1958 to dedicate Victory Highway to the veterans of World War I and
World War II. In 1973, a vault toilet building, trail steps, spring water supply structure, and information
board with truncated hipped roof covering were added to the rest area. The toilet building has since been
removed. The 1948 stone fireplaces, wood boxes, and toilet facilities also have been removed (BE-DEC008, Gemini Research 1998).
Description
Based on the 1998 documentation, this roadside property includes the stone lectern-style historical
marker (1958), trail steps (1973), spring water supply structure (1973), and the information board (1973),
though the latter has been converted to a sheltered seating bench. A paved parking area lined with
concrete curbing and concrete posts provides access to the site from TH 22. Beyond the parking area is a
grassy area sloping to the creek, containing picnic tables and metal picnic grills (BE-DEC-008, Gemini
Research 1998).
Evaluation
Within the 1950-1975 context, the Victory Memorial Rest Area was evaluated as an existing roadside
property significantly improved in 1973.
Significance
This site is relatively simple in its design, and does not reflect the national standards for roadside
properties promoted from the 1950s to the 1970s in any significant way. The toilet building introduced in
the 1970s has been removed. The simple style of the lectern-style historical marker was replicated in
many places in the state, and does not exemplify exceptional design or craftsmanship. The Victory
Memorial Rest Area therefore does not meet the registration requirements for significance within the
1950-1975 context.
Recommendation
Based on its lack of significance, the Victory Memorial Rest Area is not eligible under the 1950-1975
context. The property remains not eligible for its pre-1950 associations under the 1920-1960 context.
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6.1.4 Mapleton Historical Marker (BE-MPC-031)
In Mapleton, W side of TH 22 at Central Ave
Blue Earth County
Within the 1920-1960 context, this site previously was found to be not eligible because it did not meet
context registration requirements.
No field investigations were performed for this property as part of the current study. The following history
and description are based on the site history and description provided in the inventory form prepared by
Gemini Research in 1998, supplemented by images on file at the MnDOT Site Development Unit.
History
The Mapleton Historical Marker wayside is a feature along the Victory Highway, a nine-mile stretch of TH
22 from Mapleton to Mankato. In the early 1940s, the MHD developed plans to reconstruct and realign
Trunk Highway 22. At the same time, Harriet Barney, president of the Mankato Garden Club, began efforts
to name it “Victory Highway” and to plant it with trees and plants to honor local servicemen and women.
Citizens contributed toward the planting of thousands of trees along the new highway by the late 1940s,
and Barney was awarded a bronze medal by the Minnesota State Horticulture Society in 1954 for her work
in developing Victory Highway. The wayside was established in 1962 by the cooperative effort of the
Maple River Burns Club, the Heather Curling Club, the Mapleton Civic and Commerce Association, the
Village of Mapleton and the Minnesota Department of Highways. It was developed to consist of a small
triangular parcel containing a parking area and a stone, lectern-style marker surrounded by spruce and
juniper trees, with additional juniper along the parking area and maple trees planted throughout the site.
Three rose bushes were also included in the design. Plans for the historical marker date from 1961, and
are signed by Harold E. Olson, Engineer of Roadside development and three other officials (BE-MPC-031,
Gemini Research, 1998).
Description
Based on the 1998 description, this site remains a triangular-shaped parcel accessed through a simple
paved turn-out, with a parking area and the historical marker. The lectern-style marker is constructed of
limestone, upon which is mounted a metal plaque with text entitled “Cradle of Curling in Minnesota.” The
plaque’s text describes the introduction of curling by Scottish immigrants to the Mapleton area in the
1850s. An additional glass-enclosed display, dated 1996, has been mounted to the front face of the stone
lectern. It commemorates local veterans of World War I, World War II, Korean War, Vietnam War and
Desert Storm, and is entitled “Victory Drive Tree Restoration in Memory of the Men & Women in the
Armed Forces 1996.”
Evaluation
The Mapleton Historical Marker, as a property constructed in 1962, was re-evaluated using the revised
registration requirements established within the 1950-1975 context.
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Significance
The simple lectern-style marker does not demonstrate complex or highly skilled craftsmanship or the work
of a master. The simple site does not represent the high national standards for roadside properties of the
period, such as emphasis on scenic quality or safety, specialized circulation patterns, or traveler amenities.
The site therefore does not meet the revised registration requirements for significance.
Recommendation
Based on its lack of significance, the Mapleton Historical Marker wayside is not eligible for listing in the
NRHP under the 1950-1975 context. It is noted that the site is a feature along the Victory Highway, a
linear designed landscape with potential historic significance, and may be evaluated under other historic
contexts as a contributing feature to that property.

6.1.5 Detroit Lakes Overlook (BK-DLC-157)
1 mi SE of Detroit Lakes, SW side of TH 10 .25 mi NW of the junction of CSAH 54 & TH 10
Becker County
Within the 1920-1960 context, this site previously was found to be not eligible because it did not meet
context registration requirements, particularly the 50-year age criterion, and because it has lost integrity
due to alterations.
History
The original site consisted of a semi-circular overlook wall and an extended pull-out separated by a narrow
median. The original overlook wall was constructed in 1957-58 as part of a 1.79-mile road construction
project. A geological marker entitled “The Lakes Of Minnesota” was added in 1960. Alterations were made
to the wall, including a concrete cap in 1988 and the insertion of pedestrian openings into the wall (BKDLC-157, Gemini Research, 1998). Two interpretive signs were added in 1996, one entitled “The Woods
Trail” and describing the Red River Trails, and the other, erected by the City of Detroit Lakes and the
Becker County Historical Society, entitled “Detroit Lakes – A City with a Past.”
The Detroit Lakes Overlook site was fully reconstructed when the highway was realigned in 2007 (MnDOT
Construction Project Log, Control Section 0302, Trunk Highway 10). The three interpretive markers were
reinstalled with the new site. In addition to the construction of a new overlook, the realignment resulted
in the construction of a barrier wall along TH 10 and the establishment of a limited access frontage road.
Description
The Detroit Lakes Overlook is situated on the west side of TH 10 along the shore of Detroit Lake. It was
fully reconstructed in 2007. TH 10 is separated from the overlook at this location by a barrier, and the
overlook is approached by a two-lane frontage road with a parallel-parking lane (Figure 38). The site itself
is accessed by a sidewalk that runs parallel to the frontage road (Figure 39). The overlook now consists of
an elliptical concrete sidewalk, separated from the roadway and access sidewalk by a concrete planter
box. Two other concrete planters on the outer side flank a staircase leading to the lake shore. All planter
walls are concrete embossed with a natural stone pattern, painted to appear as natural stone (Figure 40).
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Figure 38. BK-DLC-157, Frontage Road and Overlook, Facing SE

Figure 39. BK-DLC-157, Overlook, Facing NW
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